I. INTRODUCTION The integration of wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) with optical code division multiplexing (OCDM) allows to apply this technology in code/wavelength routed networks with the objective to improve the capacity granularity and scalability of optical networks [1] . The advantages, like asynchronous operation, distributed control, and differentiated services with quality of service (QoS) at the physical layer, have made the WDM/OCDM rather attractive [2] . These networks create optical code paths (OCP) based on wavelength/code, and each different OCP defines a user or logic channel [3] . In a common channel, the interference that may arise between different OCPs is known as multiple access interference (MAI), and it can limit the number of OCPs utilizing the channel simultaneously [2] . In the dynamic traffic scenario of WDM/OCDM optical networks, the objective is to minimize the blocking probability of the connections by routing, assigning channels, and to maintain an acceptable level of optical power and adequate signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SNIR) all over the network [4] [5] . The SNIR optimization problem appears to be a huge challenge, since the MAI introduces the near-far problem [4] [5] [6] . Furthermore, if the distances between the nodes Particle Swarm Optimization in WDM/OCDM Networks with Physical Impairments Fábio R. Durand GVD and PMD dispersion effects. The optimization method based on the heuristic PSO approach is attractive due to its performance-complexity tradeoff and fairness features regarding the optimization methods that deploy matrix inversion, purely numerical procedures and other heuristic approaches [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . The PSO was previously utilized in wireless communication to solve the resource allocation problem, however in optical transport network it is more challenging solve this problem as illustrated above. In this context the main contributions of the paper are i) development of the PSO scheme to solve the problem of resource allocation in optical transport network, ii) inclusion of the physical restrictions in the model to verify the convergence of PSO and impact on the transmitted power for bit rate of 10 and 40 Gbps.
A. Organization
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: aiming to solve the resource allocation problem, Section 2 describes the SNIR optimization procedure for the OCPs based on particle swarm intelligence.
Numerical results are discussed in Section 3 considering realistic networks operation scenarios.
Finally, the main conclusions are offered in Section 4.
II. SNIR OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURES
In the present approach, the SNIR optimization is based on the definition of the minimum power constraint (also called sensitivity level) assuring that the optical signal can be detected by all optical devices. The maximum power constraint aids in the minimization of nonlinear physical impairments, because it makes the aggregate power on a link to be limited to a maximum value. The power control
in optical networks appears to be an optimization problem.
A. Problem Description
Denoting  i the carrier-to-interference ratio (CIR) at the required decoder input, in order to get a certain maximum bit error rate (BER) tolerated by the i-th optical node, and defining the Kdimensional column vector of the transmitted optical power p = [p 1 , p 2 ,…, p K ] T , the optical power control problem consists in finding the optical power vector p that minimizes the cost function   J p can be formulated as [6] [7] [8] : N is the spontaneous noise power (ASE) for each polarization at cascaded amplified spans [4] , p i is the transmitted power for the OCP-i and p j is the transmitted power for the interfering OCP;  D is the pulse spreading due to the combined effects of the GVD and the first-order PMD for Gaussian pulses [11, 13] nodes, amplifier position and regular update for the OCP establishment, and traffic dynamics. These observations justify the need for on-line SNIR optimization algorithms, which have provable convergence properties for general network configurations [6] [7] [8] .
The SNIR and the carrier to interference ratio in eq. , when the Gaussian approximation is adopted, and the signal-to-noise plus interference ratio (SNIR) at each OCP, considering the 2-D codes, is given by [4, 8] ,
where the average variance of the Hamming aperiodic cross-correlation amplitude is represented by
B. Physical Restrictions
The physical impairments are signal degradation mechanisms that significantly affect the overall performance of optical communication systems [10] [11] [12] [13] . For the data that are transmitted through a transparent optical network, degradation effects may accumulate over a large distance. The major linear physical impairments are group velocity dispersion (GVD), polarization mode dispersion (PMD), and amplifier spontaneous emission (ASE) noise [10] [11] [12] [13] . On the other hand, the major nonlinear physical impairments are self phase modulation (SPM), cross-phase modulation (XPM), four wave mixing (FWM), stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS), and Raman scattering (SRS nonlinear physical impairments are excited with high power level [5] [6] [7] . However, the maximum power constraint aids the minimization of nonlinear physical impairments, because it makes the aggregate power on a link to be limited to a maximum value [4] [5] . Currently, besides GVD, the main linear impairment is the PMD, that must be considered in high capacity optical networks. Differently from GVD, PMD is usually difficult to accurately determine and compensate totally due to its dynamic nature and its fluctuations induced by external stress/strain applied to the fiber after installation [10] [11] [12] [13] . Furthermore, in order to avoid high power penalty it is adequate to consider PMD compensation scheme that requires a dynamically controlled birefringent element, which has the same PMD characteristics as the fiber but in the opposite birefringent axis [14] . For more details on PMD compensation aspects and procedures, please see [14, 15] .
As a result, the signals quality in a WDM/OCDM network can be adequately evaluated by analyzing the GVD, PMD and MAI restrictions. PMD impairment establishes an upper bound on the length of the optical segment due to fiber dispersion, which causes the temporal spreading of optical pulses. On the other hand, due to the advances in the fiber manufacturing process with a continuous reduction of the PMD parameter, the deleterious effect of PMD will not be an issue for 10 Gbps or lower bit rates, for future small and medium-sized networks [12] . In this context, the dominant impairment in SNIR is determined by: i) ASE noise accumulation in chains of optical amplifiers for future optical networks [4] [5] [6] [7] , and; ii) ASE, GVD and PMD for currently stage of optical networks with the first-order PMD compensation mechanism [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The pulse spreading effect due to the combined effects of the GVD and the first-order PMD for
Gaussian pulses -after application of the first-order PMD compensation method -can be calculated as [4, 13, 16] :
    
where C p is the chirp parameter, between the wavelengths, the consideration of the same GVD value for the entire transmission window is reasonable for a small number of wavelengths, as for the present code.
The amplifier spontaneous emission (ASE) model at the cascaded amplified spans (depicted in Fig.   1 ) is discussed in [4, 17] . This model considers that the receiver gets the signal from a link with cascading amplifiers, numbered as 1, 2, …, starting from the receiver. The pre-amplifier can be 
Calculating recursively the eq sp N factor, one can find the noise at the cascading amplifiers. The noise for i-th amplifier is given by
, which take into account the two polarization mode presented in a single mode fiber [8] . Where n SP is the spontaneous emission factor, typically around 2 − 5, h is Planck's constant, f is the carrier frequency, G i is the amplifier gain and Bo is the optical bandwidth. Ideally, to reduce the ASE noise power, the optical bandwidth can be set to a minimum of Bo = 2R, where R is the bit rate. Without loss of generality, all employed optical amplifiers provide a uniform gain, setting the maximum obtainable Erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) to 20 dB across the transmission window. This is a reasonable assumption for the reduced number of wavelengths in the code transmission window (4 wavelengths), considering the optical amplifier gain profile, where the maximum difference of this gain is 0.4 dB for the wavelength, which is the most distant one from the central wavelength (1550 nm), with spectral spacing of 100 GHz [4] [5] [6] . 
C. Particle Swarm Optimization
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is a population-based stochastic optimization algorithm for global optimization that was presented first in 1995 [18] . It is based on the behavior of social groups like fish schools or bird flocks and it differs from other well-known Evolutionary Algorithms (EA).
As in EA, a population of potential solutions is used to probe the search space, but no operators, inspired by evolution procedures, are applied on the population to generate new promising solutions [19] . The fact which is recursively exploited is that an improved performance can be gained by interactions between individuals, or more specifically by imitation of successful individuals. In a PSO system, particles fly around in multidimensional search space. During the flight, each particle adjusts its position according to its own experience, and the experience of neighboring particles, making use of the best position encountered by itself and its neighbors. The swarm direction of a particle is defined by the set of particles neighboring the particle and its history experience. Although PSO does not rely on the survival of the fittest principle, it is often classified as an evolutionary algorithm (EA) In general, the PSO performance for resource allocation problem can guarantee fast convergence and fairness within fewer iterations regarding the genetic-based algorithm [9] . It is well known in the literature that the PSO performance for resource allocation problem is highly dependent on its control parameters and that recommended parameter settings from the literature often do not lead to reliable and fast convergence behavior for the considered optimization problem [20] [21] [22] . In the PSO process, each particle keeps track of its coordinates in the space of interest, which are associated with the best solution (fitness) it has achieved so far. Another best value tracked by the global version of the particle swarm optimizer is the overall best value, and its location, obtained so far by any particle in the population. At each time iteration step, the PSO concept consists of velocity changes of each particle toward local and global locations. Acceleration is weighted by a random term, with separate random numbers being generated for acceleration toward local and global locations. Let b p and v p denote a particle coordinates (position) and its corresponding flight speed (velocity) in a search space, respectively. In this strategy, each power-vector candidate [ ], with dimension , is used for the velocity-vector calculation of the next iteration [19] :
where [ ] is the inertia weight of the previous velocity in the present speed calculation, the velocity- ] . The position of each particle is updated using the new velocity vector for that particle,
where is the population size. In order to reduce the likelihood that the particle might leave the search universe, maximum velocity factor factor is added to the PSO model, which will be responsible for limiting the velocity to the range [ ]. Hence, the adjustment of velocity allows the particle to move in a continuous but constrained subspace, been simply accomplished by:
From (7) it's clear that if | | exceeds a positive constant value specified by the user, the th particle' velocity of kth user is assigned to be sign( ) , i.e. particles velocity on each ofdimension is clamped to a maximum magnitude . Besides, if the search space could be defined by the bounds [ ], then the value of typically is set so that ( ) where please refer to Chapter 1 within the definition of reference [19] .
In order to elaborate further about the inertia weight it can be noted that a relatively larger value of is helpful for global optimum, and lesser influenced by the best global and local positions, while a relatively smaller value for is helpful for convergence, i.e., smaller inertial weight encourages the local exploration as the particles are more attracted towards and [18] [19] . Hence, in order to achieve a balance between global and local search abilities, a linear inertia weight decreasing with the algorithm convergence evolving was adopted, which has demonstrated good global search capability at beginning and good local search capability latter iterations:
where and is the initial and final weight inertia, respectively, , is the maximum number of iterations, and ∈ [ ] is the nonlinear index [23] .
The following maximization cost function could be employed as an alternative to OCP resource allocation optimization [24] . This single-objective function was modified in order to incorporate the near-far effect [24] [25] 
where L is the number of different group of information rates allowing in the system, and is the number of user in the lth rate group with minimum rate given by . Important to say, the second term in eq. (9) gives credit to the solutions with small standard deviation of the normalized (by the inverse of rate factor, ) received power distribution:
i.e. closer the normalized received power values are with other (small variance of normalized received power vector), the bigger contribution of the term . For single-rate systems,
. It is worth to note that since the variance of the normalized received power vector, , normally assumes very small values, the coefficient just also take very small values in order to the ratio achieves a similar order of magnitude of the first term in (9) , been determined as a function of the number of users, . Hence, the term has an effective influence in minimizing the near-far effect on WDM/OCDM systems, and at the same time it has a non-zero value for all swarm particles [21] .
Finally, the threshold function in (9) is simply defined as:
where the SNIR for the th user, , is given by (2) . The term gives credit to those solutions with minimum power and punishes others using high power levels [20] .
The PSO algorithm consists of repeated application of the updating velocity and position, eq. (5) and (6) The quality of solution achieved by any iterative resource allocation procedure could be measured by how close the found solution is from the optimum solution, and can be quantified by the normalized mean squared error (NMSE) when equilibrium is reached. For power allocation problem, the NSE definition is given by,
where ‖ ‖ denotes the squared Euclidean distance to the origin, and [ ] is the expectation operator. km, which is much longer than the considered fiber lengths; besides self-phase modulation (SPM)
should not seriously affect the system performance. Furthermore, the threshold power for stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS) is below a few mW; as a result, SBS should also not interfere in our results.
Similarly, for these considerations, the physical impairments, such as stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) should not be relevant [4] . Typical parameter values for the noise power in all optical amplifiers were assumed [5] [6] [7] . So, it was adopted n SP = 2, h=6.63 × 10 −34 (J/Hz), f=193.1 (THz), . This relation was adapted from [21] for the power-rate allocation problem through non-exhaustive search [20] . influenced by the increase of the number of active OCPs; an error occurs when crosscorrelational pulses from the (K-1) interfering OCPs built up to a level higher than the autocorrelation peak, changing a bit zero to a bit one. On the other hand, the pulse spreading increases with the bit rate due to the combined effects of the GVD and PMD. Fig. 2 . NMSE for the number of OCPs.
The convergence quality of the PSO algorithm presents variation with the increase in the number of spans. The figure of merit utilized as tool to this analysis is the rate of convergence (RC), which can be described as the ratio of PSO solution after the t-th iteration divided by the PSO solution after total convergence, which in this optimization context is given by the matrix inversion solution, as discussed in Section 2.1. The RC can be expressed as:
The reader interested in quality of solution metrics, a similar definition for RC and another figure of merit for the PSO, namely success cost, are presented in [19] . In order to evaluate the impact of bit rate and physical restrictions on the WDM/OCM networks we have considered a basic network configuration (depicted in Fig. 4 ), which is composed by two in-line EDFAs, one OXC and four OCPS; L 1 denotes the link length between the optical source and the OXC, and L 2 is the link length between the OXC and the optical receiver. In our simulation setup, the total distance, given by d ij = L 1 +L 2 , is uniformly distributed between 2 and 160 km. Total length (km): cause the change of the bit rate. The intensity of the transmitted optical signal is directly adjusted from the laser source with respect to the target SNIR after PSO algorithm convergence. Table I shows the optimization aspects of QoS regarding different levels of SNIR considering sum power ( SP) and NMSE for 4 and 8 OCPs with 1 span and ASE impairment (low PMD fiber). The results in Table I show the necessary values for transmitted power, as well as the solution quality evaluation in terms of NMSE. The target SNIR improvement implies increasing the transmitted power, which is more influential for more OCPs. On the other hand, the solution quality (NMSE) decreases with the increase of SNIR target, since the number of the PSO iterations has been fixed.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this contribution, optimization procedures based on particle swarm intelligence have been investigated in details, aiming to efficiently solve the optimal resource allocation for the signal-to- ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
